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ABSTRACT 
How much do visual aspects influence the perception of 
users about whether they are conversing with a human 
being or a machine in a mobile-chat environment? This 
paper describes a study on the influence of typefaces using 
a blind Turing test-inspired approach. The study consisted 
of two user experiments. First, three different typefaces 
(OCR, Georgia, Helvetica) and three neutral dialogues 
between a human and a financial adviser were shown to 
participants. The second experiment applied the same study 
design but OCR font was substituted by Bradley font. For 
each of our two independent experiments, participants were 
shown three dialogue transcriptions and three typefaces 
counterbalanced. For each dialogue typeface pair, 
participants had to classify adviser conversations as human 
or chatbot-like. The results showed that machine-like 
typefaces biased users towards perceiving the adviser as 
machines but, unexpectedly, handwritten-like typefaces had 
not the opposite effect. Those effects were, however, 
influenced by the familiarity of the user to artificial 
intelligence and other participants’ characteristics. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The widespread popularity of messenger systems like 
Whatsapp combined with the explosion in automatic dialog 
technology sparked by the arrival of Watson, Siri, Cortana 
and similar systems, has materialized the dreams of the AI 
researchers of the 70s into the everyday lives of most users. 
New automatic conversational robots, or chatbots, are 
appearing every day in the western world, after widespread 

acceptance since 2014 in the Chinese messenger platform 
WeChat [45]. Although some of the chatbots are not more 
than textual representational of menus, the availability of 
natural language processing open source libraries and API 
services is enabling the deployment of chatbots which 
converse using sophisticated natural language capabilities. 

It has been shown in many studies that users easily resort to 
different kinds and modes of personification when 
interacting with computers (for instance, in the classical 
study of Reeves and Nass [33]), with significant impacts on 
the user experience and adoption of those systems. As the 
linguistic capabilities of chatbots increase, it is expected 
that their users will become even more likely to ascribe 
human traits to chatbots, to the point that distinguishing a 
chatbot from a human being by simply looking into the 
generated dialog, or by interacting with it, becomes a 
daunting task. 

In some ways, users may soon be living in an environment 
where they are performing involuntary Turing Tests many 
times a day, having to remind themselves they are 
interacting with machines not people constantly. Besides 
some clear ethical implications, user awareness of the 
humanness of a dialog interlocutor have strong implications 
in the quality of the interaction. For instance, users tend to 
have less trust in machine advisers than human advisers, 
especially when advisers they are perceived as erring [12]. 

There have been many studies which have looked into the 
many different factors which affect the perception of 
humanness by users, such as reciprocity, expressions of 
emotion, etc. [20,32,26,35]. The absolute majority of those 
studies are concentrated in how content influences the 
machine-likeness of a conversational system. The aim of 
this study is to examine whether the perception of 
humanness in chatbots is also affected by form, here 
translated in one of its simplest elements in a chat, the 
typeface used by the bot.  

Typeface elements are known to affect the way people 
perceive books, packages, signs, and screen interfaces. This 
study focuses on validating whether the choice of typefaces 
play a significant role in how users perceive a chatbot. To 
explore this question, we designed two experiments where 
users were exposed to 3 typography styles in three, 
counterbalanced, neutral static dialogues between a human 
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user and a dialog agent, which the participants had to 
determine whether it/she was as human or machine. The 
first experiment included one dialogue where the dialog 
agent used a machine-like typeface (OCR-A, Figure 1), 
while employing neutral typefaces (Helvetica and Georgia) 
in the two other dialogues. In the second experiment we 
substitute the OCR typeface by a typeface that mimics 
handwriting (Bradley, Figure 2). The experiments included 
collection of demographics and were followed by a small 
survey. 

         
Figures 1 and 2: OCR-A and Bradley typefaces. 

However, based on our previous experience and some 
previous research [32,13,2,22,27,28,1,24,17] we were also 
concerned that asking participants about human traits could 
be very susceptible to (i) the familiarity of the participant 
with natural language and artificial intelligence systems; 
(ii) knowledge of design, and (iii) to the repetition of the 
task. Thus, we designed the two experiments in a way 
(detailed later) that could let us also explore whether there 
are significant changes in the behavior of the participants 
along those three lines. Formally, these are the two key 
questions we aimed to explore in this study:  

RQ1: Are machine-like typefaces (OCR-A) more 
perceived as machines in a chat? 

RQ2: Are typefaces which mimic human handwriting 
(Bradley) more perceived as human in a chat? 

The practical implication of this study is to understand 
different connotations of typographic styles in the context 
of chat environments. By understanding typeface effects 
and what aspects influence those effects, we can expect to 
help chatbot designers to make conscious visual element 
choices for creating chatbots dialogues.  

Our results from those two research questions led us to 
further explore our datasets in regards to: (i) the effect of 
successive dialogues; (ii) the effect of familiarity with 
technology and design. The first issue isolates the initial 
perception of participants, filtering out any cognitive 
learning that may arise from successive exposition. The 
second is related to past experiences that have been shown 
to affect perceptions [22]. 

This paper is organized as follows. First, we give an 
overview of related research about user perception of 
chatbots. Second, we detail how the experiment was 
conducted and describe the participants’ profiles. Third, we 
describe our data analysis process and show our results 
followed by a discussion section. Finally, we present our 
conclusions and further work. 

RELATED WORK 
The act of reading is a complex cognitive process which 
involves language, memory, thought and intelligence, and 
perception. Reading comprehends two main types of 
processes: lexicon processes and comprehension processes. 
First, people identify letters and words, then activate 
relevant information from memory related to those words. 
Second, people process all the text to understand it. To be 
more specific, people detect letters presented in diverse 
typography styles and sizes, translate letters into sounds, 
string letters together to create a word, identify the word, 
and guess what this word means [37]. Subsequently, 
meaning might be affected by environment, knowledge, and 
syntactic elements such as typographic styles.  

The effect of typefaces on human’s perception 
Choosing the best suitable elements for an interface is part 
of the design process but it can also be a dynamic process. 
Ishizaki [23] proposed a multi-agent model of dynamic 
design that facilitates designers to think along the process. 
It considered design elements as multi-agents. In his 
framework, design element agents would adapt to dynamic 
changes in information and user’s intention. This 
framework is suitable in nowadays context, but the big 
challenge is to understand how those elements should 
behave to fit context and provide optimal user experience.  

In this paper, we focus on perception of a particular design 
element: typeface. Typography has been researched to best 
understand reader’s comprehension [29] and legibility 
[4,42]. Perceptions of typefaces have been investigated to 
understand emotion created into the reader [18], semantic 
associations on brand perceptions [10], and effects onscreen 
documents [16]. Typeface’s personality [27,28,44], feelings 
associated to a typeface’s tone [11], type connotative 
meaning [34], and perception relation to taste have also 
been explored [41]. With the aim to improve visual cues in 
text-communication, authors investigated Kinect 
typography in instant messaging and animated text 
[5,43,46,8,25]. Text and typefaces are one of the main 
elements of current chatbots, but other elements might 
clearly also affect the conversation experience with 
machines. In the next subsection, we point out previous 
literature in this subject.  

Conversation experience with machines 
The conversation experience with human and non-human 
beings is often convoluted. Humans are not aware of 
machine capabilities and machine interfaces not always 
show what they know from humans. Hidden interactions do 
not set knowledge limits and user expectations. Ness and 
Moon [31] performed a set of experiments during 10 years 
showing people behave with computers as they would 
behave with real people. They identified that people rely on 
social categories when interacting with computers. Novielli 
et al.[32] evaluated people’s perception of interactive 
virtual agents, examining the relationship between input 
(written vs speech-based) and social attitude users towards 
the agent, seeing that tech-based interaction warms-up the 



user’s attitude towards the agent. This effect was more 
evident for users with background in humanities, and 
computer scientists tended to be colder and formal to 
agents, testing the limits of the artificial intelligence with 
tricky questions. Li et al. [35] performed an experiment that 
added strength to the hypothesis of people expecting robots 
to behave like humans. They run an experiment where a 
robot instructed subjects to touch its body parts, and 
showed that participants were more emotionally aroused 
when the robot asked to be touched in areas where people 
usually do not touch people, like eyes and buttocks.  

Those seem to point to a general trait where users’ 
experience with machines is expected to happen like it 
would with real people. The challenge is to address this 
complexity of communication with all the characteristics 
people expect from interactions with humans, such as 
greetings, understanding, and politeness. This is 
compounded with complexity of a dialogue where visual 
cues of traditional graphical interfaces (e.g. icons and 
buttons) are not the main channel of communication and are 
not usually explored in text visual styles. 

Since 1994, researchers have conducted studies to 
understand parameters that would affect perception of text 
messages in dialogues. Brennan et al.[6] tested the effects 
of message style on dialog and on people’s mental models 
of computer agents. Hill [20] compared human-human 
online conversations and human conversations with the 
chatbot Cleverbot. Researchers found that people adapt 
their communication styles accordingly to the other 
conversant, regardless they are a machine or human.  

The Computer Human Interaction research community has 
been exploring perception effects of intelligent systems for 
a long time. Terada [39] found that perceptions of 
familiarity and intelligence of agent appearance are key 
factors in persuasion buying behavior. Muralidharan [30] 
found that human speech have higher ratings of trust than 
machine-like speech and that lower pitch range and greater 
time delay are identified as more machine-like speech. 
Smith [36] compared the use of implicit and explicit gift 
emoticons in care scenarios dialogues and did not find any 
difference of perception. Strait [38] validated the Masahiro 
Mori’s uncanny valley hypothesis that “too human-like” 
agents often create repulsion and avoidance.  

Chatbot perceptions: Human-like or machine-like? 
The most famous test of a machine humanness is the 
Loebner Prize in Artificial Intelligence which the most 
recent incarnation of the Turing Test [40]. In this 
competition, human participants and machines try to 
convince judges about their humanness dialoguing through 
computer terminals without seeing each other. The judges 
should decide which terminals were controlled by humans 
and machines. Several researchers [26] identified some key 
reasons why human participants have been perceived as a 
machine by judges of Loebner Prize. Equilibrium in 
reciprocity of the exchanges between humans and chatbots; 

the use of more articles and sophisticated words and also 
depending on judges’ pattern behavior were identified as 
dependent factors to judge humanness.  

Several parameters might affect the way chatbots’ 
humanness is perceived by humans. In our study, we 
consider a modified Turing test where people selected 
whether financial advisers were machine-like or human-like 
based on chat dialogues between them and a customer. To 
the best of our knowledge, there is no research focusing on 
human perception of text and typographic styles in chatbot 
advisers. Thus, more research is needed in order to provide 
studies to guide designers on those matters. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Based on previous research in other areas, as discussed in 
the previous section, we expected that typography styles 
would affect people’s identification of a text as written by a 
machine or human in a dialogue. We expected that 
calligraphic styles (like Bradley) would be recognized as 
more human-like than machine-like typefaces (like OCR). 
We also hypothesized that people more exposed to artificial 
intelligence would be less willingly to attribute humanness 
to chatbots and that designers would be more aware of 
typefaces than people with a different background. 

Experimental Procedure 
To explore the validity of our expectations in the context of 
the two research questions listed in the introduction, a 
quantitative and a qualitative approach was taken. The 
experiment was run as a between-subject design.  

Two quantitative experiments were conducted where 
participants were exposed to three different dialogues of 
about 10 utterances between a human and a financial 
adviser. For each dialogue, the participant was given time 
to read and explore it and, at the end, had to classify each 
financial adviser as human or machine. Each participant 
repeated the procedure for the three different dialogues and 
answered a survey at the end. Our participants were native 
speakers of Portuguese. All dialogues and survey questions 
were written in Portuguese. None of our subjects 
participated in both experiments. 

Participants were not made aware that in each different 
dialogue the typeface of each financial adviser was 
different. In the first experiment, referred here as the OCR 
experiment, we employed the typefaces OCR-A, Georgia, 
and Helvetica. The three dialogues were constructed by 
hand aiming to be as neutral as possible in terms of bias 
towards human or machine (later verified experimentally). 
Participants were exposed to three random combinations of 
the three dialogues and of the three typefaces, 
counterbalanced. The second experiment applied the same 
study design, except that the OCR-A font was substituted 
by Bradley font, and referred here as the Bradley 
experiment. 

Those were blind experiments where we masked the real 
intent of testing typefaces, since setting people’s 



expectations before experiments can change actual sensory 
experience shaping unreal concepts [1,31]. People were 
asked solely to identify whether the financial adviser was a 
human or a machine. Participants also answered a short 
survey after seeing all the dialogues counterbalanced. The 
survey questions were: 1) What is your age? 2) Do you 
have formal education in design? If not, what is your 
background? 3) Have you ever talked to any system that 
uses artificial intelligence? 4) How do you like to be 
identified? Male/Female/I prefer not. 5) Did you notice that 
the typeface (fonts) of advisers were different? Given that 
the definition of AI is a complex subject, in question 3, we 
considered the subjects’ own interpretation and beliefs 
about what an intelligent system are. Because of this, 
familiarity with AI was ultimately determined by the 
subjects’ answer to this question. 

Some of the participants did the experiment in a lab 
environment where qualitative aspects could be observed 
and measured. In the 15-30 minute qualitative sessions 39 
participants were asked to think aloud and share their 
thoughts with researchers while doing the experiment on a 
laptop computer. During the experiment, researchers asked 
about the reasoning behind their choices and give examples 
from the dialogues to clarify their opinions in case 
participants did not mention them. Other participants (160), 
did the experiment in its purely quantitative form as a web-
based online test. Both lab- and web-based participants 
experienced exactly the same web environment and 
answered the same survey. 

Figure 3 shows samples of the web-based environment of 
the experiments. Participants were invited to read the text 
and give their opinions, thinking aloud in the qualitative lab 
tests, or in a form in case of the online experiments. 
Figure 3(left) shows an excerpt of one of the dialogues, 
where Paulo, a user, asks: “What is the best way to invest 
5,000.00 with 60 days without liquidity?” in Helvetica font. 
The financial adviser answers: “The best options for you 
are savings and CDB” in OCR-A font (CDBs are a popular 

Treasury bond). Paulo replies: “Is CDBs the best choice?” 
In Figure 3(right) Marcelo, another person in the dialogue 
asking for advice, says: “Should I leave my money in 
savings?” in Helvetica font. The financial adviser replies: 
“Savings pays less than the rate of inflation.” in Bradley 
font. Then Marcelo asks: “What would be other investment 
options if I want to retrieve the money at any time?” After 
exploring the dialogue, participants had to answer the 
question at the bottom of the screen. “Is the adviser Human 
or Machine” and were asked to type an explanation in the 
form.  

Typefaces were chosen according to the type classification 
by Bringhurst [7]: Sans-serif (Helvetica); Serif (Georgia), 
Monospace (OCR-A) and Script (ITC Bradley Hand). The 
last two typefaces were chosen based on type shapes and 
context of use. OCR (Optical character recognition) 
typefaces were created to be machine-readable and human-
readable. OCR-A is a typeface people are often exposed to 
on food packages, serial numbers, and electronics.. 

ITC Bradley Hand is a script typeface based on the 
handwriting of the designer Richard Bradley, also the 
typeface creator. It was chosen due to similarity of human 
hand-writing (see Figure 2). Helvetica, a sans serif font, 
was the typeface chosen for the human interacting with the 
adviser in the dialogue, since it is considered a neutral 
typeface [21]. We also used Helvetica in one of the 
combinations, in which participants saw Helvetica as the 
typeface of both the adviser and the human. The intent was 
not to have a high discrepancy of typeface form to avoid 
participants noticing the experiment aim. For this reason, 
Georgia, a serif typeface, was also used in the study, since 
Helvetica is not perceived as significantly different from 
Serif like typefaces [34]. 

In this study, we decided to contrast a more machine-like 
(OCR-A) and a more human like (Bradley) typeface. This 
contrast showcases two extreme cases, a hard-edged 

  
 Figure 3: The study environment for the experiments.  

 

Participants	 OCR		
study	

Bradley	
study	

Overall		 199	 90	 109	
Age	group	 30-34	 52	 53	

	
Designers	

Yes	 15	 28	

No	 75	 81	

Work	in	an	AI	
company	

Yes	 46	 45	
No	 44	 64	

	
Gender	

Male	 49	 57	
Female	 39	 49	
No	Ans.	 2	 3	

Used	AI	
before	

Yes	 65	 61	
No	 25	 48	

Table 1: Participants’ demographics. 



typewriter-style font against another that mimics human 
writing. This also led to a more controlled experiment that 
compares two ends of a spectrum (more machine like or 
more human like). 

Participants  
Participants were initially recruited by a snowball sample 
under three conditions: less than forty years old; well-
educated (university student or higher) and limited 
knowledge of finance. Further steps in the snowball 
maintained those conditions. By choosing subjects under 
forty we tried to avoid subjects who could not be familiar 
with chat systems. Additionally, having subjects with 
strong financial knowledge could impact results, i.e., 
experts could judge the agents by the quality of the advice. 
The nature of the study requires avoiding expertise effects. 

Participants were also initially recruited based on their 
professional condition - working in an AI company or not - 
since we wanted to understand if this factor affected 
participants’ perceptions. According to previous 
experiments [22] designers have different perceptions of 
typefaces so we also asked participants about their design 
experience.  

Table 1 depicts the main data on the demographics of both 
experiments. Overall, 199 people participated in the study: 
90 participants did the OCR experiment and 109 
participants did the Bradley experiment. Thirty-nine 
participants did the experiments in the lab (which include 
qualitative data gathering as described before) and 160 
performed the experiment online. Half of the participants 
were 30-34 years old in both studies but in the second study 
the other half of the people were younger. We had a similar 
proportion of males and females in both studies, although 
more males did both studies. 

Designers were also part of the study since there is evidence 
that people from a background in visual design might show 

categorical perception of typefaces [13,22]. However, we 
did not have a high number of designers in our study (15 in 
the OCR and 28 in the Bradley). Most of the participants 
had previously used artificial intelligent systems (65 to 25 
in the OCR, 61 to 48 in the Bradley). However, some of the 
participants who shared their thoughts with us considered 
artificial intelligence calls with a recorded speech helpdesk 
as an artificial intelligence system. About half of the 
participants were employees of a company that has artificial 
intelligence systems in its portfolio. Our demographic could 
not be made not exactly the same for both studies and for 
this reason we show the results of those two studies 
separately. 

Data Analysis  
To test for statistical significance, we used binomial tests 
where the null hypothesis states that (! < 50%)  . Rejecting 
this hypothesis serves as evidence that the typeface leads to 
participants indicating that adviser messages were humans, 
when measuring !"  , or machines, when measuring !"  . To 
avoid false positives we made use of tests based on exact 
Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals. This approach is 
suitable for small sample sizes [15], as is our case. 
Moreover, we corrected our p-values using a Benjamini-
Hochberg approach [19], setting the false discovery rate to 
0.1. Finally, we present the 95% confidence intervals in all 
our results, marking the cases where the p-value < 0.01 
(***), p-value < 0.05 (**), p-value < 0.1 (*) for the 
hypothesis tests (! < 50%)  . 
In order to provide further evidences on the impact of 
typefaces and demographic features, we also resorted to 
logistic regressions [19]. Here, the dependent variable is the 
choice of a participant. Indication if an adviser is a machine 
is the positive class, while indication if the adviser is human 
accounts for the negative class. In order to select the best 
model, we made use of a subset selection approach [19]. 

count OCR Georgia Helvetica All	Fonts	
Overall 90 63	+-	11	%* 51	+-	11	% 51	+-	11	% 55	+-	6	%

Yes 15 60	+-	28	% 53	+-	27	% 67	+-	28	% 60	+-	16	%
No 75 64	+-	12	%* 51	+-	12	% 48	+-	12	% 54	+-	7	%

Yes 46 74	+-	15	%** 59	+-	15	% 54	+-	15	% 62	+-	9	%**
No 44 52	+-	16	% 43	+-	15	% 48	+-	15	% 48	+-	9	%

Male 49 57	+-	15	% 55	+-	15	% 57	+-	15	% 56	+-	8	%
Female 39 72	+-	17	%* 46	+-	16	% 46	+-	16	% 55	+-	9	%
No	Ans. 2 50	+-	49	% 50	+-	49	% 0	+-	0	% 33	+-	29	%

Yes 65 66	+-	13	%* 51	+-	13	% 58	+-	13	% 58	+-	7	%*
No 25 56	+-	21	% 52	+-	21	% 32	+-	17	% 47	+-	12	%

Yes 71 59	+-	12	% 48	+-	12	% 55	+-	12	% 54	+-	7	%
No 11 91	+-	32	%* 73	+-	34	% 27	+-	21	% 64	+-	19	%
Now 8 62	+-	38	% 50	+-	34	% 50	+-	34	% 54	+-	21	%

All	pvalues	are	computed	after	a	bejamini	hochbergh	correction	with	FDR=0.1

Used	AI	
before

Perceived	
different	
fonts

Designers

Work	in	an	
AI	company

Gender

Percentage	of	cases	perceived	as	MACHINE	in	the	OCR	Experiment
95%	confidence	intervals	for	an	exact	binomial	test	on	the	OCR	Experiment.	
Statistically	significant	results	indicating	that	average	fractions	are	above

	random	chance	(50%)	are	marked	with	*	(p	<	0.1);	**	(p	<	0.05);	***	(p	<	0.01)

 

count Bradley Georgia Helvetica All	Fonts	
Overall 109 48	+-	10	% 57	+-	10	% 61	+-	10	%* 55	+-	6	%

Yes 28 54	+-	20	% 68	+-	20	% 43	+-	18	% 55	+-	11	%
No 81 46	+-	11	% 53	+-	11	% 68	+-	11	%** 56	+-	6	%

Yes 45 42	+-	15	% 58	+-	16	% 78	+-	15	%*** 59	+-	9	%
No 64 52	+-	13	% 56	+-	13	% 50	+-	13	% 53	+-	7	%

Male 57 47	+-	13	% 61	+-	14	% 63	+-	14	% 57	+-	8	%
Female 49 47	+-	14	% 53	+-	15	% 61	+-	15	% 54	+-	8	%
No	Ans. 3 67	+-	57	% 33	+-	32	% 33	+-	32	% 44	+-	31	%

Yes 61 49	+-	13	% 51	+-	13	% 62	+-	13	% 54	+-	8	%
No 48 46	+-	14	% 65	+-	15	% 60	+-	15	% 57	+-	9	%

Yes 98 46	+-	10	% 59	+-	10	% 61	+-	10	% 55	+-	6	%
No 6 67	+-	44	% 33	+-	29	% 67	+-	44	% 56	+-	25	%
Now 5 60	+-	45	% 40	+-	35	% 60	+-	45	% 53	+-	27	%

All	pvalues	are	computed	after	a	bejamini	hochbergh	correction	with	FDR=0.1

Used	AI	
before

Perceived	
different	
fonts

Designers

Work	in	an	
AI	company

Gender

Percentage	of	cases	perceived	as	MACHINE	in	the	Bradley	Experiment
95%	confidence	intervals	for	an	exact	binomial	test	on	the	OCR	Experiment.	
Statistically	significant	results	indicating	that	average	fractions	are	above

	random	chance	(50%)	are	marked	with	*	(p	<	0.1);	**	(p	<	0.05);	***	(p	<	0.01)

 
Tables 2 and 3: Percentage of cases perceived as MACHINE in OCR (left) and Bradley (right) experiments. 



That is, we tested every demographic feature, typefaces, 
and also on which dialogue the typeface was presented to 
the user as explanatory variables. Each variable was 
encoded as an indication factor, taking values of 0 or 1. We 
also added to our model the pairwise combinations of 
explanatory variables. Our subset selection considered 
every possible subset of variables as candidate models. In 
the end, results are all based on the model with the lowest 
AIC score [19] (lower means simpler but also explanatory). 

The qualitative data analysis was guided by the main issues 
present in the notes during the lab sessions and by the open 
questions on the experiment form. The data was coded after 
transcribing all the sessions using NVivo software. Content 
analysis was applied as the main method [9]. The key 
qualitative results are shown as complementary to the 
analysis of the quantitative results. 

RESULTS 
We now present the main results of the two experiments in 
the context of the two research questions posed in the 
introduction section of this paper. To tackle such questions, 
we initially computed the percentages (!  ) of answers 
marked either as human (!")   or as machine ("#)   in each 
experiment. We also computed such percentages for the 
different demographic groups as shown in Table 2 for the 
OCR experiment and Table 3 for the Bradley experiment. 

On the Neutrality of Dialogues  
Before presenting our results, we point out that we used the 
same tests described above the test whether the dialogues 
presented to the user where neutral (the three different 
dialogues fail to pass both the test for being perceived as 
machine and the test for being perceived as human). We 
tested the neutrality of dialogues based on a statistical 
analysis after the experiments were performed. We consider 
the order of appearance in which the dialogues were shown 

to the participants (three possible cases). Our results 
indicated that, on both experiments, dialogues were neutral, 
with fractions not being statistically different from 50% 
random chance. This result is valid regardless of the order 
of appearance of the dialogue. Furthermore, in the lab 
sessions, participants showed hesitation to choose one of 
the alternatives (machine or human), having difficulties to 
reason their choices. This outcome also increases our 
evidence of the neutrality of the dialogues. The neutrality of 
the three dialogues is a necessary validation of the 
experiments since we can then state that the outcomes of 
the experiments are not dependent on the order of the 
dialogues shown to the participant or on the pairing with the 
fonts. 

On the Effect of Typefaces 
We examine now the two research questions of whether the 
typeface choice of a dialogue agent affects the perception of 
its humanness. Next, we discuss other factors that emerged 
in the analysis. 

RQ1: Are machine-like typefaces (such as OCR) more 
perceived as machines in a chat? 
We show in Table 2 and 3 the percentage of cases 
perceived as MACHINE ("#  ) for each of the two 
experiments. The tables show the fraction per demographic 
group (rows) with general results belonging to the Overall 
row. Moreover, we also show results per typeface and when 
considering all fonts combined (last column). Each cell 
represents a 95% confidence interval in the form “(expected 
value +- error)”, and the level of statistical significance is 
indicated by the *, **, and *** markings as indicated. 

We do not show the percentage of cases considered as 
humans ("#  ). First, the percentage is easily calculated as 
!" = 	100 − 	!(  . But, more important, one of our most 
striking results is that we found not a single context where 

count First	Chat Other	Chats First	Chat Other	Chats First	Chat Other	Chats First	Chat Other	Chats
Overall 90 88	+-	19	%*** 54	+-	13	% 53	+-	19	% 50	+-	13	% 71	+-	18	%* 38	+-	13	% 70	+-	11	%*** 48	+-	7	%

Yes 15 100	+-	71	% 50	+-	29	% 50	+-	38	% 56	+-	34	% 83	+-	47	% 56	+-	34	% 73	+-	28	% 53	+-	19	%
No 75 86	+-	21	%** 55	+-	14	% 54	+-	21	% 49	+-	14	% 69	+-	20	% 35	+-	13	% 69	+-	12	%** 47	+-	8	%

Yes 46 88	+-	25	%** 66	+-	20	% 73	+-	34	% 54	+-	18	% 72	+-	26	% 43	+-	18	% 78	+-	15	%*** 54	+-	11	%
No 44 88	+-	40	% 44	+-	17	% 42	+-	22	% 44	+-	20	% 71	+-	27	% 33	+-	17	% 61	+-	16	% 41	+-	10	%

Male 49 92	+-	28	%** 44	+-	17	% 50	+-	27	% 57	+-	18	% 77	+-	23	%* 41	+-	18	% 73	+-	15	%** 48	+-	10	%
Female 39 82	+-	34	% 68	+-	20	% 60	+-	28	% 38	+-	19	% 62	+-	30	% 38	+-	18	% 67	+-	17	% 49	+-	11	%
No	Answer 2 100	+-	98	% 0	+-	0	% 0	+-	0	% 100	+-	98	% 0	+-	0	% 0	+-	0	% 50	+-	49	% 25	+-	24	%

Yes 65 89	+-	23	%** 57	+-	15	% 57	+-	23	% 48	+-	15	% 88	+-	19	%*** 40	+-	15	% 78	+-	12	%*** 48	+-	9	%
No 25 83	+-	47	% 47	+-	23	% 44	+-	31	% 56	+-	26	% 30	+-	23	% 33	+-	22	% 48	+-	20	% 46	+-	14	%

Yes 71 93	+-	25	%** 50	+-	14	% 48	+-	21	% 48	+-	15	% 73	+-	18	%* 39	+-	15	% 69	+-	12	%** 46	+-	8	%
No 11 86	+-	44	% 100	+-	60	% 75	+-	56	% 71	+-	42	% 0	+-	0	% 27	+-	21	% 82	+-	34	% 55	+-	22	%
Now 8 67	+-	57	% 60	+-	45	% 67	+-	57	% 40	+-	35	% 50	+-	49	% 50	+-	38	% 62	+-	38	% 50	+-	25	%

All	pvalues	are	computed	after	a	bejamini	hochbergh	correction	with	FDR=0.1

All	Fonts	OCR Georgia Helvetica

Used	AI	
before

Perceived	
different	
fonts

Design

Work	in	an	
AI	company

Gender

Percentage	of	cases	perceived	as	MACHINE	for	the	OCR	Experiment
95%	confidence	intervals	for	an	exact	binomial	test	on	the	First	Experiment.	

Statistically	significant	results	indicating	that	average	fractions	are	above	random	chance	(50%)	are	marked	with	*	(p	<	0.1);	**	(p	<	0.05);	***	(p	<	0.01)

 
Table 4: Percentage of cases perceived as MACHINE in OCR experiment separating First Chat. 

 



the chance of messages being perceived as coming from 
humans (!"   > 50%) was statistically significant. In this 
sense, our numbers indicate that users in our experiments 
were either biased towards perceiving chat advisers as 
machines or they were in doubt. Based on this result we can 
argue that if typefaces affect perception, the effect biases 
users towards perceiving the advisers as machines. As a 
participant mentioned in the OCR experiment “I will finish 
this study and you will say that all the dialogues are 
machines, right? Since machines can be programmed by 
humans. Will you tell me the result?” Similarly, a user in 
the Bradley experiment suggested: “This is like a game […] 
should be all robots”. 

Regarding the perception of messages as coming from 
machines, Table 2 shows results for the OCR experiment. 
In this case, we found evidence that the OCR typeface can 
impact perceptions (as shown in the Overall columns). In 
this case the value of !"   is of (63+-11%), and no effect is 
significant for the two other typefaces. Therefore, we can 
argue that the OCR experiment provide evidence that the 
answer for RQ1 is: Yes, machine-like typefaces (such as 
OCR) are more perceived as machines in a chat. It should 
be noticed that this effect is small, since the 95% 
confidence interval starts at 51%. In the worst case 
scenario, there is only a 2% increased chance over random 
choice. 

RQ2: Are typefaces which mimic human handwriting (such 
as Bradley) more perceived as human in a chat? 
As commented before, all the statistical tests showed that 
there was no evidence in the experiments that any typeface, 
including the Bradley typeface, influenced the users toward 
judging the financial advisers that used that font as human. 
So, the answer for RQ2 is: No, typefaces that mimic human 
handwriting (such as Bradley) are not more perceived as 

human in a chat. In fact, we also found no evidence of 
Bradley biasing perceptions towards machines as well. 

However, the qualitative results presented some counter-
evidence here. Some participants claimed the Bradley 
experiment was trying to fool them showing a handwritten-
like typeface. For instance, a participant thinking aloud 
while reading a text with Bradley typeface commented: 
“This one just because changed the font thinks that fools 
me, I think this one wants to fool me.” This might explain 
why a script typeface might be considered written by a 
machine. Were participants being defensive against being 
fooled by a machine?  

Moreover, if we look into the perception of the financial 
adviser being a machine in the Bradley experiment, as 
depicted in Table 3, we find some interesting and surprising 
findings. Participants did not perceive the Bradley 
dialogues as human, as expected, but showed a statistically 
significant tendency to perceive the advisers portrayed with 
the “neutral” Helvetica font as machines (61+-10%*). We 
did not observe this effect on the Helvetica-rendered 
dialogues in the OCR experiment (51+-11%). A possible 
explanation is that users could be considering Helvetica 
more machine-like in comparison with Bradley. But before 
going further into this issue, we have to explore more the 
issue of whether the participants’ behavior changed as they 
went through the three dialogues. 

On the Effect of Successive Dialogues 
As we started to analyze the data from the two experiments, 
we were surprised by how judging the adviser as a machine 
seemed to be more common in the first chat the participants 
evaluated than the next two. Notice that in our experiments 
participants evaluate all three typefaces and all three 
dialogues in a random order and pairing, counterbalanced. 

count First	Chat Other	Chats First	Chat Other	Chats First	Chat Other	Chats First	Chat Other	Chats
Overall 109 67	+-	19	% 41	+-	11	% 74	+-	18	%** 49	+-	12	% 75	+-	15	%** 52	+-	13	% 72	+-	9	%*** 47	+-	7	%

Yes 28 88	+-	40	% 40	+-	21	% 89	+-	37	% 58	+-	24	% 55	+-	31	% 35	+-	21	% 75	+-	20	%* 45	+-	13	%
No 81 59	+-	23	% 41	+-	13	% 69	+-	21	% 45	+-	13	% 82	+-	17	%*** 58	+-	15	% 72	+-	11	%*** 48	+-	8	%

Yes 45 54	+-	29	% 38	+-	16	% 75	+-	32	% 52	+-	18	% 90	+-	22	%*** 68	+-	22	% 76	+-	15	%*** 51	+-	11	%
No 64 76	+-	26	% 43	+-	14	% 74	+-	22	% 46	+-	16	% 62	+-	22	% 42	+-	15	% 70	+-	13	%** 44	+-	9	%

Male 57 59	+-	26	% 42	+-	15	% 74	+-	25	% 55	+-	17	% 76	+-	23	%* 56	+-	17	% 70	+-	14	%** 51	+-	10	%
Female 49 77	+-	31	% 36	+-	15	% 79	+-	29	% 43	+-	17	% 77	+-	23	%* 48	+-	19	% 78	+-	14	%*** 42	+-	10	%
No	Answer 3 0	+-	0	% 67	+-	57	% 50	+-	49	% 0	+-	0	% 0	+-	0	% 50	+-	49	% 33	+-	32	% 50	+-	38	%

Yes 61 73	+-	28	% 41	+-	14	% 68	+-	23	% 41	+-	15	% 79	+-	21	%** 51	+-	17	% 74	+-	13	%*** 44	+-	9	%
No 48 60	+-	28	% 39	+-	16	% 85	+-	30	%* 57	+-	18	% 70	+-	24	% 54	+-	20	% 71	+-	15	%** 50	+-	10	%

Yes 98 67	+-	24	% 40	+-	11	% 76	+-	18	%** 50	+-	13	% 77	+-	15	%*** 49	+-	14	% 74	+-	10	%*** 46	+-	7	%
No 6 60	+-	45	% 100	+-	98	% 0	+-	0	% 40	+-	35	% 0	+-	0	% 67	+-	44	% 50	+-	38	% 58	+-	31	%
Now 5 75	+-	56	% 0	+-	0	% 0	+-	0	% 40	+-	35	% 0	+-	0	% 75	+-	56	% 60	+-	45	% 50	+-	31	%

All	pvalues	are	computed	after	a	bejamini	hochbergh	correction	with	FDR=0.1

Used	AI	
before

Perceived	
different	
fonts

Designers

Work	in	an	
AI	company

Gender

Percentage	of	cases	perceived	as	MACHINE	for	the	Bradley	Experiment	separating	the	First	Chat
95%	confidence	intervals	for	an	exact	binomial	test	on	the	First	Experiment.	

Statistically	significant	results	indicating	that	average	fractions	are	above	random	chance	(50%)	are	marked	with	*	(p	<	0.1);	**	(p	<	0.05);	***	(p	<	0.01)
Bradley Georgia Helvetica All	Fonts	

 
Table 5: Percentage of cases perceived as MACHINE in Bradley experiment separating First Chat. 
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But the fact that each participant evaluated the first 
dialogue before being exposed to any other contact with the 
financial advisers seemed likely to have some interesting 
and unexpected effects, leading us to raise some 
interpretations.  

In Tables 4 and 5, we detail the results based on when each 
typeface was evaluated on the first position (First Chat) or 
on the second and third position (Other Chats), and also for 
all three typefaces together (All Fonts) Overall, we can see 
that the first dialogue increases the chance of typefaces 
being perceived as machines independently of the font 
being used: in the OCR experiment, the overall bias is 
(70+-11%***), and (72+-9%***) in the Bradley 
experiment. On the other hand, there is no statistically 
significant tendency, either to human or machine, in the 
second and third chats, as shown by the Other Chats 
columns of Tables 4 and 5. So we can conclude that the two 
experiments provide evidence that the perception of 
humanness of dialogue agents’ change as participants go 
through successive evaluations. 

From Table 4, we can also see a significant effect not only 
for the OCR font (which in fact increases compared to the 
effect for all chats), but also for the Helvetica font. In this 
sense, our results show that users seem to perceive hard-
edged fonts (OCR and Helvetica) as more machine-like 
when presented on the first chat. The expected value of !"   
is of (88+-19%***) for OCR, and of (71+-18%*) for 
Helvetica. In the Bradley experiment (Table 5) both 
Helvetica (75+-15%**) and Georgia (74+-18%**) had a 
significant impact on the perception of dialogues as 
machines (!"   of about 75%) on the first chat. We will 
dwell later on the reasons and consequences of this 
tendency towards machine in the first contact. 

However, there is no tendency towards machine or human 
in the first chat of Georgia in the OCR experiment (53+-
19%) or, as expected, in the Bradley first chat of the 
Bradley experiment (67+-19%). The latter result could be 
regarded as evidence that Bradley is not able to “humanize” 
the dialogue agent. This is further evidence towards 
refuting RQ2. We conjecture later that the Bradley font 
seems to at least confuse users towards believing they are 
conversing with human agents, perhaps due to its form.  

On the Effect of Familiarity with Technology and Design 
Finally, we explore impacts of user demographic features 
on the perception of humanness, particularly in the case of 
prior exposure to both artificial intelligence and design.  

Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 already contain rows with detailed 
results for each item of our survey. We summarize these 
findings using logistic regression based on a subset 
selection approach [19] to pick the best model based on the 
AIC score. As our dependent variables, we had each 
feature, the order of the typeface on the experiment (first or 
second and third combined), and also the typeface itself. All 
variables were encoded as an indicator number (0 or 1). Our 
responses were encoded as 1 for chats perceived as 
machines and 0 for chats perceived as humans. On the final 
model, variables with positive signs determine that such 
effect can be used to explain why a user perceived a chat as 
machine. Negative ones explain perception as humans. 
Table 6 shows the results of our best model for the OCR 
experiment while Table 7 shows the best model for the 
Bradley experiment. On both tables we only show variables 
that were deemed significant (p-value < 0.1). 

Starting with Table 6, the only negative effect is having 
previously used artificial intelligences (-0.88). Although 
significant, this effect had the smallest coefficient. It shows 
that previous conversations with AI can somewhat bias 
perceptions towards human. Conversely, when combined 
with the participant being part of an AI company, the 
tendency reverses towards a machine bias (1.33). This 
indicates that working at a company with an AI portfolio 
can bias results towards machines in some cases. As shown 
in Table 6, there are also first chat effects. 

For the Bradley experiment, Table 7, we can see that simply 
having the Bradley typeface on the first dialogue is the most 
important effect (p-value < 0.05) towards stating that 
messages were machine generated. Also, workers of an AI 
company tend mostly to state that Helvetica messages come 
from a machine. Overall, combining evidences from both 
tables, we can argue that there is evidence that familiarity 
with artificial intelligence technology does impact the 
perception of dialogue agents as produced by a machine. 
The single counter-example of the negative effect depicted 
in the first row of Table 6 stems from users that are 
acquainted with AI but do not work at an AI company and 
are not evaluating the first chat. In these cases, 
acquaintance with AI, combined with other unmeasured 
factors, can somewhat bias perceptions towards humans. 

Coeff. p-value
Used	AI	before -0.88 0.035**
Work	in	an	AI	company	
AND	Used	AI	before 1.33 0.016**
Used	AI	before	
AND	First	Chat 1.23 0.049**
First	Chat	
AND	OCR	 1.12 0.098*
First	Chat	
AND	Helvetica	 1.5 0.073*  

Table 6: Best Logistic Regression Model for the OCR 
Experiment. This model was statistically best than a null 
model (p-value < 0.001 under a log-likelihood ratio test). 

Coeff. p-value
First	Chat 0.98 0.037**
Work	in	an	AI	company	
AND	Helvetica	 1.85 0.01**  

Table 7: Best Logistic Regression Model for the Bradley 
Experiment. This model was statistically best than a null 
model (p-value < 0.001 under a log-likelihood ratio test). 

 



Finally, the results show no significant evidence that design 
experience [3] affects the perception of humanness. 
Unfortunately, our sample size (43 participants with design 
background) might have an impact on this result. Larger 
samples can mitigate this issue. 

Before concluding, from Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 we also can 
note that variables like gender can have some impact as 
seen on when analyzing at a typeface in isolation. Since 
these effects did not show up in our regressions, 
understanding them in more details is left as future work. 

DISCUSSION  
The overall purpose of this study was to better understand 
the effect of typography choices have on user’s perceptions 
of chatbots. Our qualitative findings helped us to 
understand some of the quantitative results and reflect on 
the way this kind of study might be conducted in the future.  
Our intent to mask the aim of the study, not telling 
participants we were testing typefaces, was successful. 
None of the participants who did the experiment in the lab 
noticed the aim of the study; they seem to be very focused 
on deciding how to classify the financial advisers as human 
or machine. In the end of the study, participants often 
requested to know the truth, asking: “now tell me, what was 
the right answer?” Of course in the end of the session, 
researchers explained the real aim of the study. 

For experiment purposes, we wrote the dialogues to be 
perceived as neutral, as they were perceived according to 
our results. It is remarkable that not a single possible 
context combination (typefaces + dialogues) had a bias to 
be perceived as coming from humans with statistically 
significance, in spite of all the messages being actually 
written by human beings. We expected participants would 
select OCR as more machine-like (RQ1) but we did not 
expect Bradley would not be selected as human-like (RQ2). 
We felt in the qualitative studies that participants seem to 
be suspicious when they read the text in Bradley, as 
mentioned before. Trust was a concern participants showed 
while answering this part of the experiment.  

The bias to machine-like was even greater from participants 
exposed to artificial intelligence technology, defined here as 
the ones that already used artificial intelligence systems or 
that worked in an artificial intelligence-related company. 
These findings align with similar results found by 
researchers evaluating perception of speech virtual agents 
by people with technical background knowledge [32]. We 
should be careful, however, since in the qualitative 
experiments some participants mentioned they considered 
simple web-based assistants as artificial intelligence 
technology; some even considered voice-based recorded 
helpdesks as artificial intelligence systems. Interestingly, 
most of them commented that they did not enjoy their 
previous experiences with such AI technologies. 

We also expect designers would perceive typefaces 
differently. However, no impact was found in our study. It 

is true that designers who participated in the lab studies 
recognized more often the difference of typeface styles 
between dialogues, likewise in previous research [22,13]. 
But the overall perceptions of the dialogue as being from a 
human or a machine did not appear to have strong 
connections to typeface styles for designers.  

The most striking results were related to the prominence of 
the first chat. Participants changed their perceptions or their 
decision making process as the experiments progressed, 
having a bias to select machine-like for the adviser in the 
dialogue they first experienced, independent of typeface. 
Following, in the second and third chats, the results showed 
that not even in a single context there was statistically 
significant bias in either direction. This finding could be 
basically telling that successive evaluations are necessary to 
test chat perception; a single exposure might not assure 
perception results. In the literature, there are divergent 
opinions in relation to the power of first impression. 
Gladwell [17] defends that first impressions are accurately 
and stands the test of time. On the contrary, Ariely [1] 
argues first impressions not only cannot be trusted but also 
experiment participants make subsequent judgments based 
on the first judgment they make. In other words, experiment 
participants tend to enter into a “comparison” mode after 
the first impression. Daniel Kahneman [24] offers an 
explanation based on a dual process model of the brain 
considering instinctive and immediate judgments and 
reasoning to check emotional responses. 

In general, the overall results of the three chats agree with 
the results of the first chat, with some bias towards 
machines in the cases discussed before. But when we 
consider the participant’s perceptions only in the second 
and third chats there is virtually no difference in any 
dimension or context. First, an argument can be made that 
part of the problem is that, when compared to the overall 
results for the three chats, a smaller number of participants 
may have rendered some real biases statistically 
insignificant. Although certainly possible, we observed how 
significant some of the biases are when considering only 
the first dialogue, which has an even smaller number of 
participants. The key difference could be that in the first 
chat participants did not have any reference to compare 
with, except their own previous experiences with chatbots. 
As participants progressed through the experiment, they 
may have entered into a decision criteria based on 
comparing chats, that is, trying to determine the humanness 
of the chat they have in front of them by comparing with 
the previously seen chats.  

We can argue that the above comparison had to be based 
solely on the memory of the previous chat, given that 
participants were not allowed to revisit previous chats. 
Arguments can also be made regarding how participants’ 
memories from previous chats affect subsequent ones. 
Considering the language of our participants is Portuguese, 
inferences could also be drawn from cross-language studies 



in cognitive psychology [14] . Portuguese is a more syllabic 
language, in which reading memory is more auditory than 
logographic languages (e.g. Chinese or Japanese), which 
have strong visual components. Investigating language 
effects on perceptions is left for future work.  

LIMITATIONS 
There were several limitations in this study. First, we have 
to be careful when we compare the results from the two 
experiments since the OCR experiment was more well-
balanced than the Bradley experiment. In the Bradley 
experiment, the number of people exposed to artificial 
intelligence concepts and practice were higher than in the 
OCR. Additionally, demographic characteristics were 
similar but not the same. Second, although dialogues were 
perceived as neutral statistically, in our qualitative 
evaluation we did find some cases where users picked 
either human or machine based on extracts of the dialogue 
text. Nevertheless, to minimize those issues, participants 
were asked to give their choices based on the overall 
perception of each dialogue. Third, our dialogues were not 
interactive (participants evaluated only static dialogues). If 
subjects could interact freely there would be a lot of 
variability in the experience as a result of limited answer 
accuracy, different unanswered questions, etc. which would 
impact the study in uncontrollable ways. By reading a 
recorded dialogue, all subjects had basically the same 
experience and therefore their answers are comparable.  

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 
Understanding better chatbot perceptions by humans is an 
essential element towards building trust and reliance in 
effective conversations between human and machines. 
However, identifying which design elements affect people’s 
perceptions and how to select them is a challenge since 
several attributes can affect the way people perceive those 
elements. Our results provide a better understand of how 
typefaces are perceived by people and highlight the impact 
of first impressions on dialogue perception studies. Our 
results show evidences and design implications (DI) in 
regard of: 

The effect of typefaces: OCR, a machine-like typeface was 
more identified as machine in a chat, as we expected. 
Contrary to our expectations, script typefaces (Bradley) 
were not more perceived as human in a chat. 
DI (1): As some people have biases to perceive typefaces in 
chatbot dialogues as machine-like, designers, if desired, 
should use machine-like fonts such as OCR-A to reinforce 
machine-like perception as well as other dialogue features 
such as repeated answers, perfect grammatical standards, 
and tailored content. 
The effect of successive dialogues: the effect of the OCR 
typeface is enhanced in the first dialogue seen by 
participants. Surprisingly, even messages with more neutral 
typefaces like Helvetica and Georgia, were biased towards 
being perceived as created by machines in the first 
dialogue. But a human writing typeface like Bradley 

yielded no effect, even considering the first dialogue alone. 
But the most surprising result here is that in the second and 
third chats seen by the participants, there is not a single 
stance where bias was detected for human or machine. As 
discussed before, this could be caused by participants 
mentally comparing the second and third chats with the 
previous ones. This may lead to the loss of the typeface 
effect due cognitive factors. 
DI (2): Typeface effects are often restricted to initial 
perceptions, so designers might choose typefaces that set 
the initial dialogue tone and user expectation of chatbots. 
Although our results indicate that typefaces have limited 
impact on the overall perception, contrarily to common 
sense, designers can use our findings to avoid typefaces that 
try to mimic humans. It could lead to mistrust and affect the 
adoption of chatbots. 
The effect of familiarity with technology and design: 
previous knowledge and exposure to artificial intelligence 
chatbots seem to bias users to perceive chats as created by 
machines. No evidence was found that design experience 
produces typeface bias.  
DI (3): Designers might choose different typefaces 
according to the AI familiarity of target users, in order to 
have a desirable first impact. People with less contact with 
AI might need other elements or content reinforcement to 
perceive chatbots as machines. Contrary to previous 
literature on typography [22], designers did not have 
typeface bias. This issue could be tested further since the 
number of designers in our experiment was relatively small.  
We are seeing a lot of chatbots being deployed to real users 
in a vacuum of user research and tested design guidelines. 
The methodology and results of this paper are thus a 
contribution to improve the quality of chatbots. Our results 
clearly suggest directions for further investigation on 
selecting suitable typefaces for chatbots. Further research 
could explore which kinds of other visual elements, such as 
color or emojis, affect the perception of humanness and 
trust of chatbots users. Other demographic variables (e.g 
gender) could also be explored in future studies as to 
understand their effect on typography perceptions.  
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